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]. Introduction 

A great deal of the investigation of stress phenomena in French has been carried out by scholars who belong to what might be called the French school ofprosody and intonation (cf. Ladd, 1982: 161), whose approach is ‘characte- r12ed by an emphasis on instrumental phonetics, a tendency to translate mstrumentalresults into fairly ‘concrete’ or ‘surface—y' phonological ana- lyses, and an interest in the prosodic correlates of grammatical organization’ (Ladd, ibid.). These scholars work under the assumption that there exist one or more phonetic correlates of the phonological category of stress and that these correlates can and must be identified before we can further obr under- standrngof stress-related linguistic phenomena. In this paper I wish to argue that (|) it is by no means either necessary or obvious that stress may be correlated with phonetic parameters, and phonetic data up to now tend to show that the correlation, if it exists at all, is at the very least not a straightf°f- ward one, and (ii) the necessity of positing a phonological category of stress can be demonstrated without references to the phonetic parameters this category IS. usually correlated with. Stress phenomma are one of the surface manrfestattons of the underlying prosodic (‘metrical’) structure of the lan- rgr:i:rgpel.levr:iiec;zlvalgiidtliat the underlying prosodic structure of French (mono- S (W) Most of th s(;s characterized by an alternating rhythm of the type 3 W in French b e ata adduced in this short paper concern seeondary stress _ , ut the same argument could be equally well upheld for primary stress in French, and possibly in most other languages too. 

2. Perception of stress 

g:;flgggäfig? 5 assumption’ that_there must be phonetic correlates to a 

idea ‚hat some„f.g°ry “°“ “ Stress ls _very proban based on the (implicit) 
another h sic Illn g cannot be perceiyed WhiCh is not, in some form °f 
aboundé &— zxaa ); gpresent "‘. "_‘° Signal. Yet psychological literature 
Well-known inst$ip € u;_here this is not the case. Just as there are many 
where the acousticaftjlas'0 So-called Optical illusions’‚ the" 3150 exist cases 
To take Slg‚nal and the PerCeived categories do not correspond. an example which concerns us more directly, it has been established 
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that the human being may perceive (and normally does perceive) rhythmic 
groups in stimuli which are, in fact, not grouped together in any fashion at 
the physical level: 

Si nous écoutons tomber dans le silence des gouttes d’eau provenant d‘un 
robinet mal fermé, nous les percevons groupées par deux ou par trois, plus 
rarement par quatre, méme si la cadence de leur chute est parfaitement 
réguli‘ere. On parle alors de rythmisation subjective parce qu’aucun fac- 
teur lié a la suite objective des stimulations ne détermine le groupement 

(Fraisse 1974: 74). 

Thus, there are in fact no a priori reasons to assume a correlation between 
phonetic parameters and any given phonological category. The existence 
itself of such a correlation is an empirical question, and the absence of any 

correlation at all cannot be rejected without prior examination. 

3. Absence of secondary stress 

In reality, phonetic investigations as they have been carried out since the 

beginning of the century, if one examines them without bias, tend to indicate 
that a correlation between the phonological category of stress and phonetic 

parameters such as intensity, pitch or duration is either absent, or else much 
less simple and straightforward than has been assumed. Initially, the major 

correlate of stress in French was thought to be intensity (Grammont, 1914: 

105); since Delattre (1938), it is often taken to be vowel duration; for some. 

the major parameter is pitch (cf. Wunderli, 1978: 71-74, 99-100); recently, 

Cmmpt0n (1980) has adduced evidence that stress is not correlated to 

duration, but that ‘it seems that contrary to the views expressed by certain 

other investigators (...). intensity is a significant correlate of aecent in 

French' (Crompton, 1980: 230-1). Thus, we are back at the beginning... 

Clearly, there exists no stable phonetic correlate of stress; typwally_‚ the 

investigator’s conclusions vary depending on the data he or she obtained, 

i.e.‚ ultimately, on the test and on the subjects tested. There may be regional 

or individual variation as to the major parameter; or else, as we argued 

above, it may be the case that stress is not correlated to any phonetic 

Parameter at all (this view is also expressed by Crompton, 1980: 211). 

Rigault (1970) has set up a phonetic experiment by means of Which he 

wishes to show that there exists no secondary stress in French: In this 

experiment, three subjects were asked to read a number of French tnsyllabrc 
and quadrisyllabic words; in these words, Rigault searched for a_posmble 

correlation between pitch, intensity and duration and the systematw occur- 

rence of secondary stress (as defined by those phonetic parameters) on any 

but the final syllable. lt comes as no surprise that the three parameters 

themselves exhibit a different behavior: 
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Pour les trisyllabes, on constate que les schémas des trois facteurs de la 

procmrnence se répartissent de facon différente: les schémas de hauteur et 

d mtensrte sont en majorité décroissants ou croissants-décroissants( ) 

Pour les quadrisyllabes, la situation est meins nette. Remarquons ue 

dans l ensemble la hauteur et l’intensité suivent des schémas inversesqde 

celut de la durée (Rigault 1970: 286-7). 

Although the author concedes that we do not know the relative weight of 

each of the phonetic parameters. he does not consider the possibility how- 

ever clearly tt seems to us to be indicated by the data that there is ; total 

absence of cor_relation between secondary stress and thephonetic parametcrs 

that are exammed. Rather, Rigault‘s conclusion, hardly surprisingly on the 

basis of his assumptions, will be that there exists no secondary stress in 

French. In fact, the experiment is irrelevant to the question of the existence of 

a phonological category of secondary stress in that language. 

4. Phonology of stress 

"sl;l:ees;eilzvlarrlce gt” the phonological category of secondary (as well as primary) 

ter-s („ccm ?; thca:t be demonstrated without reference to phonetic parame- 

also „named . e nvral sense_that, for tnstance, vowel deletion is of course 

is inspired b Sci: the phonetic output). “fire prosodic model we adopt 

sches a muy" tarte S‘ (19790, 197917) proposals for English (which are them- 

metrical theor s rovrög y_modrfied versron of Liberman and Prince’s (1977) 
relative _ y). tthtn the word, only syllables are assign€d a binary 

promtnence marker (S or W). According to Schane, the basic rhythm 
S W W W S W W  

5122225: E: 3 llslh_words ls dactylic; SWW (Canada. America); our hypothesis 

type wsws(wr)ytng rhythm °f aCh words is iambic, or alternating, of the 

Otherwise) Thu (":! general the final s)'llable is W if it contains schwa, S 

relatively less rs t .  e penulnmate syllable of French words (lexemes) is 

more traditiofiaclm‘lclinent (W) than theantepenultimate (S); this captures the 

French phonolo isltsea -°f antepenulnmate secondary stress (which most 

French Words vagrio “litt! anyway)_ If We accept this prosodic structure of 

and general wa sus p 0nological phenomena can be explained in a simple 

such before b y. ome Of these Phenomena have not been observed as 

ob - ’ ecause there was no theoretical framework which made their 
servauon feasrble. 

Firs ' . 

Positiotrliy‚w\lltirizls ;iplaän Why schw a rs deleted more easily in penultimate 

in am e enulr' °“ _ 5_ to be mamtamed or restructured towards [e] or [a] 

P 1mate posmon. Thus, the initial schwa is deletable in seconde 
where i ' . 

; l t rs vg)‚s ar;d stends to become [e] m secundo (where it is S)", it is 

c - ‚ _ _ 3 w 3 

etable "‘ dem—34130", but not m demi-heur2. In words such as d2r2ch2fl 
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W S W S W S W S 

briqueterie, buffleterie, the schwa which is in W position is deletable; the one 

in S position is not, and tends to become [a]. Many more data from standard 

French can be adduced (most data are from Martinet and Walter 1973). 

Secondly, it appears that the phenomenon of high-vowcl syncope in 

Quebec French occurs prefercntially in W position: in the corpus we exami- 

ned (from Hammond, 1980), there were 45 cases of syncope of [i], [y] or [u] in 

penultimate or ante-antepenultimate (Le. W) position, against 12 in antepe- 

nultimate (S) position: versification, inseription, capacine, rajoute, etc. 

Thirdly, positing an alternating rhythm (and hence secondary stress) on 

French words allows us to explain some observations made in the realm of 

French verse. It is known that in French verse, some of the metrical positions 

(such as the 6th and the 12th in the alexandrin) have to be filled with a 

(prosodically) stressed syllable. Whereas this syllable had to bear primary 

stress (hence, in French, had to be word-final) in the classical and postclassi- 

cal period (17-18th century), this constraint has been weakened in the course 

of the l9th century. In particular, the French poet Paul Verlaine (1844-1896) 

gradually starts writing lines where the 6th metrical syllable is not word-final. 

Given that all of Verlaine’s violations of the classical metrical constraints on 

the French alexandrin are clearly becoming more numerous and more 

extreme over the years, it is interesting to observe that lines where the 6th 

metrical position is filled with a syllable that is prosodically S in our model 

(mostly antepenultimates) appear much earlier in his works than lines where 

this is not the case (i.e., where the 6th metrical position is filled by a W 

syllable such as a penultimate). The first type of line also remains much-more 

frequent than the second type. Clearly, it is felt the first type of line is less 

unmetrical; this obsewation receives a Straightforward explanation in our 

model of French prosodic structure, where antepenultimate syllables carry 

secondary stress because they are underlyingly S in virtue of the alternatmg 

rhythmic pattern of French words. 

5. Conclusion 

0 be a wide array of facts which tend to establish 

dary stress in French. Some phonologists may ‘ 

differently. Either way, however, 

ters of secondary stress is at 

letely irrelevant to the issue 

nor advisable to assurne 

In summary, there appears t 

the necessity of positing secon 

dispute these facts, or try to explain them 

the question of the existence of phonetic parame 

best an interesting side-problem, at worst camp 

phonologists are discussing. It is neither necessary 

phonetic reality for all linguistic structures. 
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